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RECEnt PRodUCtIonS
In thaILand

at YoUR SERVICE

by ubolwan sucharitakul 

Director– Thailand Film office

In this month's article about filming in thailand from a 

legal perspective, Jonathan Englander uses a word which 

you will hear a lot if you film in thailand – 'sanuk'.

'Sanuk' is often translated as 'fun'.

It is certainly true that filmmakers who have worked in 

thailand very often would say that their time spent 

working in thailand was indeed 'fun', and we are very 

happy that visitors have fun. But 'sanuk' means a lot 

more than simply 'fun'. the closest definition I could find 

was written by a writer Ralph dakin, who said that 

'sanuk' is “the feeling of enjoyment, excitement or 

pleasure that one has taking part in work, play or any 

other activities” 

I think the important part of this is that in thai culture, 

'sanuk' is not antithetical to hard work. In fact, we 

believe that a sense of 'sanuk' can help us to enjoy and 

take pride in our work, and accordingly help us to work 

harder, longer and with better results. From rural rice 

farmers singing as they work in the fields, to office 

workers arranging staff activities, 'sanuk' helps to pull 

people together as a team and create a pleasant and 

productive working atmosphere.

Film sets are no exception. as the crew of 'the Coup' 

found out when shooting at night for a large part of the 

production, the nights can go a lot quicker and be a lot 

more enjoyable if one employs a little 'sanuk'.

over the years, a number of people have even said to us 

that their experience filming in thailand re-ignited their 

sense of joy and excitement at the process of making 

films, and that the fun they had while on set led to a 

better result.

If you have never filmed in thailand, we hope you will 

join us here soon and find out what 'sanuk' means to you!

We are extremely proud that the number of productions 

visiting thailand has risen again this year. as Bangkok 

enjoys cooler weather, getting down to 17°C at night, we are 

approaching the peak period for production in thailand, 

and already 2014 is looking to be a very busy year.

We will continue our mission to support and promote 

international film production in thailand. If you have 

any questions about filming here, do not hesitate to 

contact us. or you can visit us at international markets 

including Cannes, hong Kong Filmart, the London 

Production Show, and the aFCI Locations Show.

We thank all those who have brought productions to 

thailand in this past year, and the thai and internation-

al teams whose hard work has brought the sights of 

thailand to viewers across the world.

on behalf of the thailand Film office I wish you a very 

happy new Year!

... and of course lots of 'sanuk'! 

‘Film In thailand’ is published by the thailand Film office to promote  
and support thailand as an international film destination.

Edited by Paul Spurrier
designed by Jannik Lofdahl

Cover photo by Roland neveu: From L to R:
owen Wilson, drew dowdle (Producer), Lake Bell, Chris Lowenstein 

(Co-Producer), John Erick dowdle (director), Pierce Brosnan

to subscribe to ‘Film In thailand’, or to submit articles for inclusion, 
please contact paul@films.in.th

For information or advice on filming in thailand, contact:

Thailand Film office, department of tourism
Ministry of tourism and Sports

Rama 1 Road, Bangkok 10330 thailand
tel. 66-2219-4010-7 Ext. 462-463, 634 , 66-2216-6907 Fax. 66-2216-6656

www.thailandfilmoffice.org E-mail: film@thailandfilmoffice.org

CoMMERCIaLS
CoKE FiFa WoRlD Cup 2014 (new Zealand) 

Prod: the Sweet Shop new Zealand Ltd.
Prod Srvc: Ms. nattaya anuruk

KFC: TasTE liKE hoME (south africa)
Prod: Egg Films

Prod Srvc: applebox asia (Bangkok)
niC BanK (Japan)

Prod: M/S Bombay Elephants
Prod Srvc: Freeland Films Production Co. Ltd.

BYE BYE KaWaii (singapore)
Prod: arcade Pte. Ltd.

Prod Srvc: Lime Production Co., Ltd.

tELEVISIon PRogRaMMES
Monsoon (uK)

Prod: British Broadcasting Corporation (UK)
Prod Srvc: Katunyuta oshea

QuEEn oF ThE JunglE 3 (Finland)
Prod: Moskito television

Prod Srvc: Flying tiger Film Co. Ltd.
TRavEl ThailanD (usa)

Prod: Wealth tV
Prod Srvc: Inega talent and Production Co., Ltd.

ThE EMBassY (australia)
Prod: the Embassy Productions Pty Ltd.

Prod Srvc: Make the day Co. Ltd.

FEatURE FILMS
happY EnDing (india) 

Prod Srvc: Benetone (thailand) Ltd.
RaMBo RanJha (india)

Prod: White hill Basic Brothers Entertainment
Prod Srvc: Indo Bangkok Film Co. Ltd.

to add your production here in future editions, please send details to: 
paul@films.in.th

        THE COUP (USA)
Prod Srvc: Living Films Co., Ltd.

INTERNATIONAL MARKET (South Korea)
               Prod Srvc: The 6th Element Co. Ltd.
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thaILand 
UPdatE
thE thaILand FILM oFFICE at thE dUBaI 
IntERnatIonaL FILM FEStIVaL

this reflects a sharp increase in the number 

of television and film productions and co-pro-

ductions shooting in thailand registered from 

the Middle East. 

Up until three years ago, there were virtually 

no productions coming from the region to 

thailand, but in the last three years, six pro-

ductions have visited thailand, with a local 

spend of over 500 Million Baht. 

Ubolwan Sucharitakul, director of the thai-

land Film office, speaking from the thailand 

Film office exhibition stand, said, “Whilst it 

is sometimes the U.S. productions that attract 

the most attention, in fact only around 5% of 

the total number of international productions 

come from the U.S. We are extremely keen to 

attract film production from across the globe, 

and particularly to focus on countries with 

developing and expanding film industries.  

In recent years we have seen a rapid increase 

in the number of productions coming from 

certain regions. at the top of this list is China. 

however, we have also seen a large increase 

in the number of productions coming from 

the Middle East. It is for this reason that we 

decided to come to dubai. We have followed 

the progress and success of the festival over 

the last ten years and look forward to the 

market section becoming the premiere indus-

try forum for the region.”

Five Year high for incoming productions!

By the end of october 2013, total thailand 

spend on international production stood at 

1,996 Million Baht. With two months still to 

go, this is already a five year high. Last year's 

total was 1,781 Million Baht. 

In 2012, a total of 636 international produc-

tions were registered with the thailand Film 

office, a compulsory requirement for filming 

in thailand. at the end of october, 2013 with 

two months still to go, the number of produc-

tions reached 606. therefore the Film office is 

confident that the end of year figures will sur-

pass last year's, and set a new all-time record.

new initiatives to make thailand even more 

film-friendly

the new year will see a number of new 

initiatives designed to reduce paperwork, 

and make the application process simpler and 

more user-friendly. a streamlined application 

procedure will be introduced, making use of 

on-line technology to reduce paperwork.

the number of registered production services 

companies operating in thailand has grown 

significantly over the last five years. Whilst 

this is a positive development, Ubolwan 

Sucharitakul is determined that the quality of 

service provided should not decline. 

“the crucial factor in the level of satisfaction 

of visiting productions is the standard of ser-

vice provided by the thailand-based produc-

tion service companies. We already operate 

mandatory workshops and seminars to guide 

these companies, and we will be introduc-

ing further measures to ensure the highest 

standards of production services. We will be 

implementing a program where we will invite 

and act upon the feedback of producers after 

they have completed production. We are also 

looking closely at measures which will ensure 

fair and transparent pricing of services. 

Business as usual in thailand

over the last month, political protests in thai-

land have received extensive international 

press coverage.

however, Ubolwan Sucharitakul is keen to 

point out that for the thailand Film office 

and for visiting productions it is 'business as 

usual'. the protests have been confined to 

certain areas, and international productions 

have not been impacted.

“of course we are hopeful that the current 

political issues will be resolved quickly. how-

ever, with over a dozen international produc-

tions currently taking place in thailand, not 

a single production has cut short its schedule, 

and not a single day of shooting has been lost. 

neither the productivity nor the safety of 

international productions has been affected 

in any way.” 

For the first time, the 
Thailand Film Office attended 
the Dubai International Film 
festival, making use of the 
exhibition space to promote 
international production in 
Thailand.
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ThE Coup

'the Coup', starring owen Wilson, Pierce 

Brosnan and Lake Bell filmed entirely around 

Chiang Mai in northern thailand. 

Just before they wrapped before Christmas, 

we visited the set to speak to the dowdle 

brothers who act as producer and  

director, as well as co-writers. What  

was extremely clear was the strong 

relationship between the two brothers,  

and how this communication and co- 

operation benefited the production.  

the crew commented that they had  

rarely seen a better example of a  

producer and director working together  

for the good of the production. 

Since the crew was shooting nights,  

'lunch' came at around midnight.  

While enjoying the local catering,  

the two brothers shared their experiences.

LoCatIon REPoRt

In a South East Asian 
country, an American family 
find themselves caught in the 
middle of a violent coup.  
They desperately try to  
find a way to escape.

Production takes over 
a street for a violent 

confrontation (Photo by 
Roland neveu)

Q&a WIth thE dIRECtoR and PRodUCER
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John Erick Dowdle – Director
Drew Dowdle – producer

Q: did you always want to make films 

together?

John: I started writing after our parents split 

up, I think as a way of dealing with it. I mostly 

wrote poetry. But we went to a military 

school, and I couldn't really share it with 

anyone. drew was the one person I could 

show my writing to. he would critique it, and 

suggest changes, so we really started writing 

together at about fourteen. as we grew older, 

I went to film school at nYU, and drew went 

to business school at the University of 

Michigan. We were definitely inspired by the 

Coen brothers - also from our home-town. 

drew became an investment banker, and I 

started writing in L.a. 

Drew: the funding for our first two features 

came from that Wall Street world.

But our producer/director dynamic started 

even before we even thought of films. We'd  

be on family vacations, say in the South of 

France, and John would say “Let's go to 

Monaco”. I would put together a plan for  

our parents and try to get approval for our 

little adventures.

John: I can go back even further than that. I 

remember when I was in first grade, and you 

were in kindergarten. I wanted to put on a 

carnival with fortune tellers and everything. 

It was drew who said 'okay, we need to put 

signs up in this neighbourhood. We need to 

speak to these kids...”

Q: how does the dynamic work on set? the 

relationship between a director and producer 

can be a difficult one.

John: not here. as director, I'm often saying 

'Is that too much?', and drew's the one saying 

'dude, we have to do it.' 

Drew: We almost take on each other's roles 

sometimes to protect each other. 

John: there's something really nice about 

that. We trust each other implicitly

Drew: But we're freakish preparers during 

pre-production to make sure we stay within 

the boundaries. John as a director is very 

conscious of where the boundaries are.

John: It's much more rewarding doing 

something that you're sharing with someone 

else, rather than doing something on your 

own. If it was just me in thailand it would 

lack a lot of the fun. It'd be like taking a road 

trip by yourself. 

Drew: But also, excessive conflict on set really 

hurts the whole production, I think. We're fast 

moving and on point but we have fun doing it. Continued on the next page

owen Wilson,  
Producer drew dowdle, 
and Lake Bell

John: We have a strict 'no ass-holes' rule. 

While picking cast and crew, that was really 

important. We can deal with crazy. Eccentric 

is fine. But some people are just straight up 

mean, and we won't go there.

Q: did it take a long time to get this film to 

production stage?

Drew: It took seven years from the time we 

started writing until now. It fell apart four 

times.

the last time it imploded, we were due to get 

on a plane to the location the next day. the 

time before that, it was going to be a studio 

movie. It seemed iron-tight. that was the 

scariest time. the last time it fell apart, we 

terminated our relationship with the financier 

and went out looking for money from scratch.

John: I had to move on. I just put it in drew's 

hands and walked away. there were just so 

many ups and downs. But drew figured out 

the financing and rebuilt it. 
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Drew: I've never experienced anything so 

gratifying in my whole life as when it came 

together. I feel we really earned it. 

John: our previous movies came together 

really quickly. the last movie went from an 

idea to a director's cut in eight months.

Drew: this film was so difficult and heart-

breaking at times – sometimes excruciating.

Q: how is this film different from other 

'action' films?

John: For me, it's a film about 'the family'. as a 

parent myself. I have two kids, and it's scary. 

You're scared that they're going to get hurt or 

something bad is going to happen. It brings 

out a sort of primeval caveman side of you. 

We really wanted to show a family dealing 

with this horrible situation. the family has to 

stick together to survive. 

Drew: the casting was incredibly important. 

We wanted the father to feel very real. our 

litmus test was 'does he seem like he'd be a 

good dad?' and 'Would it be shocking to see 

him kill someone?' 

John: If we'd had someone like (names famous 

action star), it wouldn't be a shock. 

Drew: Maybe don't print that. We might want 

to work with him one day. (laughs)

John: I think another reason that you can 

invest yourself in this family's plight is the 

way we are shooting the movie in a very 

subjective style. We keep the whole experi-

ence with them. there is never a god's eye 

view of the city. We never subtitle the foreign 

language. We never cut outside their 

experience. the opening shot is the only one 

that isn't their experience – showing what 

they're stepping into.

Drew: Even just watching the monitors on the 

set, you feel like you're along with them on 

this incredible ride. 

John: We asked them all to come out to 

rehearse ahead of time, and we kept them as  

a family unit. So there were times like I'd be 

talking to owen, and the two little girls were 

putting these little stuffed animals on my 

head – sort of driving us crazy in that very 

real parent way. We took the cast to the 

elephant nature park. We figured that kids 

need their parents when they're around such 

a big animal. It helped to get the kids and the 

adult actors into character. It created a nice 

bond that really shows through. 

Drew: But it helps that our stars are just 

really friendly people. and our two kid actors 

are just two of the smartest kid actors you 

could find. 

John: and they're real kids. the little girl 

Claire came in for an audition, and she 

couldn't sit still in her chair. She was 

twirling around, not paying attention.  

So that's when we decided that we'd shoot 

the movie with three cameras. nothing  

has to match. We won't set marks. We'll  

just let them be real.

Pierce Brosnan gets 
down and dirty in  
'the Coup'

LoCatIon REPoRt
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Drew: We had two little sisters, and we've 

written these characters very much like 

them.

Q: When did you decide to shoot in thailand?

Drew: It was always written for South  

East asia. It was originally Cambodia, but 

eventually we removed the actual name of 

the country from the story and kept it more 

allegorical.

John: We didn't want that to be the point. 

Drew: We did our first location scout in 2008. 

From the very beginning we knew that 

thailand had the infrastructure we needed. 

We looked at Eastern thailand – from Khon 

Kaen to Surin. Back then we were still trying 

to imitate Cambodia. once we decided it didn't 

need to be Cambodia, it gave us more 

freedom. When Chris Lowenstein (from 

production services company, Living Films) 

became part of the process in 2010 , we 

started researching Chiang Mai as an option. 

Chiang Mai had everything we needed. It had 

the look. But it also had the amenities, like 

hotels you could put film stars in. 

John: Every time we got new finance, the 

financiers would always force us to go 

through the process, looking at Singapore  

and Malaysia.

Drew: thailand doesn't have an incentive,  

but you've got all the crews, you've got all the 

infrastructure. the people really know how 

to make films.

John: they're incredibly friendly and 

hard-working. there's a certain report you 

get from american film-makers that come 

back from filming in thailand that is so 

glowing and positive, why would you ditch 

that for a tax incentive. You could go 

elsewhere and get a tax incentive. But in the 

end it'll cost you a lot more to make the movie. 

Drew: We went through the exercise so many 

times. It always came back to thailand. We 

had a lot of pressure to change the script to 

make it South america. But we weren't 

willing do that.

John: there was a lot of pressure to go to 

South america, and a lot of pressure to make 

the kids older. We resisted both. Some people 

wanted it to be about sexy backpackers!  

(they laugh)

Q: has thailand lived up to your  

expectations?

John: It's better than we ever could have 

imagined. It's the only thing I've ever  

worked on where every scene exceeded  

our expectations. 

Drew: I've been living with this so long.  

now we have such great actors, and such  

a great crew. 

John: Usually when it goes from your 

imagination onto film, there's some degrada-

tion. But with this, it has actually been 

enhanced in every way. this is the best  

crew we've ever had. hands down.

Drew: Straight up!

John: By a wide margin. the camera  

crew is exceptional. the art department  

is exceptional. 

Drew: the rigging is unlike anything I've  

ever seen. It's the most creative rigging  

I've ever seen.

John: From top to bottom. We're actively 

trying to think of other ideas for scripts that 

we can bring back to thailand. It's not just the 

production value, but the quality of the crew 

and how pleasant they are to work with is 

something we've never seen. 

Filming can be fun! 
(Photo by Roland 
neveu)

As Charlie Sungkawess, 
Thai 1st AD calls everyone 
back to set, John and Drew 
return to work, looking 
surprisingly eager, looking 
forward to a good night's 
work, to be halted only  
by dawn.
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Chiang Mai 
So FaR and YEt So nEaR

Chiang Mai is a popular destination for 
international film production.
From ‘air america’, ‘operation dumbo drop’, 

and ‘heaven and Earth’ to ‘Rambo 4’ and ‘Lost 

in thailand’, international film crews have 

found the perfect match of rural landscape 

with a modern city.

Chiang Mai is the second largest city in 

thailand, situated in the north of the country, 

about 700km north of Bangkok. the region 

contains some of the most beautiful scenery 

in thailand. It is home to thailand’s highest 

mountain, some of the most stunning 

waterfalls, and over 4000 square kilometres 

of national Park land.

Chiang Mai was founded in 1296 by King 

Mengrai. It was part of the Lanna Kingdom, 

at that time separate from southern thailand. 

It became the capital of the Kingdom, but  

was lost to Burmese invasion in 1556. Chiang 

Mai became part of the Siamese Kingdom in 

1775, after the thai King taksin chased the 

Burmese out. however, the threat of Burmese 

attack led to a decline in the fortunes of 

Chiang Mai. 

It wasn’t until more modern times that 

Chiang Mai started to re-emerge as a key  

city. In 1935, Chiang Mai was upgraded to  

a municipality. 

LoCatIon
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Chiang Mai is famous 
locally for its temperate 
climate. around new 
Year temperatures have 
been recorded as low as 
4 degrees. during the 
dry season from late 
november to mid-april, 
rain is scarce. 

tripadvisor lists 326 ho-
tels in Chiang Mai. the 
Four Seasons Resort and 
the Mandarin oriental 
dhara dhevi have won 
many international 
awards. 

Crucially for film logistics, the city has extremely good 

transportation to Bangkok. Five different airlines fly the route, 

with over thirty scheduled flights a day. the flight time is just 

over an hour. For a slower, but rather more atmospheric trip, 

one can take the train which travels overnight and offers 

private cabins. 

Chiang Mai
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Chris Lowenstein started Living Films in 

1995, and since then has provided production 

services in thailand on over twenty feature 

films, as well as commercials, documentaries 

and music videos. Living Films was chosen to 

provide local service for 'the Coup', and 

Lowenstein is Co-Producer.

'the Coup' is set in a fictitious South-East asian 

country. Chiang Mai, in the north of thailand 

was picked as the base for production, and all 

locations were found within an hour of the 

city. around 30% of the crew for 'the Coup' 

are from the Chiang Mai region. While Living 

Films has an office in Bangkok, the company 

headquarters are in Chiang Mai, and Lowen-

stein enjoys shooting in the region -

“Chiang Mai is great to work in. I love it. 

People are so inviting. this is a big production, 

and we need local co-operation. For example, 

we fed four hundred people at breakfast 

EXClusivE: LoCatIon REPoRt

On a cool night in Chiang Mai 
in December 2013, we sat 
down with Chris Lowenstein 
on the set of 'The Coup'.

ThE Coup
FILMIng In ChIang MaI

(Photo by Roland neveu)
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yesterday. We have 2800 extra man/days, 

and all extras including expats are locals.  

We have 78 vans, and only four are from 

Bangkok.”

this local co-operation is often beneficial to 

the production, for example in finding a street 

where the effects team could flip a truck. 

the production was shooting in a residential 

area in a narrow road, and to achieve the 

stunt, the road had to be shut. the shops 

along the road were paid a small fee to 

compensate them for shutting their shops. 

one grocery shop and a noodle shop which 

were right at the point of the truck-flip were 

offered slightly more money. Lowenstein was 

impressed that the grocery shop owner said 

he was happy to receive the same money as 

all the other shops. and the noodle shop 

owner said that on a normal night they would 

never sell more than 100 dollars worth of 

noodles, so that's all he would take. “that is 

the Chiang Mai community spirit. they want 

to help us. and that's important to us. We 

value the community, and so we try to ensure 

that we will be welcomed if we come back. 

We take care of the locations. We always 

clean up. We try to give the locals a place 

where they can watch.”

one of the hero locations in the film is the 

hotel where the family in the film stays. this 

needed to be a large four star international 

standard hotel. But in one particularly violent 

scene Westerners are dragged out of the hotel 

and shot in the parking lot. Says Lowenstein, 

“It wasn't like we could tell the hotel that this 

film was going to be good for their image.” But 

one of the first deals done was with the large 

Imperial Mae Ping hotel. the production took 

offices there, and booked over three thousand 

room nights as part of a deal that allowed the 

team full use of the hotel as a location.

Whilst Lowenstein has worked on studio 

films, including 'hangover 2', with larger 

budgets, he feels that on 'the Coup', the team 

has been able to maximise production values.

“It is not burdened by big above the line  

costs. It gives us the freedom to control  

the production budget to create as much 

production value as possible. We can control 

expenditure, to make sure that the money is 

on the screen. also on hollywood produc-

tions, they often want to bring in a lot of the 

team and a lot of resources. on 'the Coup' 

we've been able to use a lot more local skills.”

Lowenstein has line produced a number  

of smaller budget films, and appreciates the 

'family' atmosphere that these shoots can 

have, as well as the creativity that is required 

to pull off a film with less resources. But he 

says that a larger budget can give you a lot 

more options.

'there's a scene where owen Wilson goes on 

a journey on a motorbike through a war-torn 

city. We shot the scene as storyboarded, but it 

needed the addition of some point-of-view Continued on the next page

Chris Lowenstein - 
Co-Producer, John Erick 
dowdle - director, and 
co-star Pierce Brosnan
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crew from there, and get the best possible 

solution and the best deal.”

Whilst Lowenstein has great faith in thai 

crew in all departments, he highlights a 

couple of areas where he truly believes that 

the thai teams are world-beating.

In one scene, a helicopter crashes onto the 

eleventh floor roof of a building. normally, 

the solution would be to use a tall construc-

tion crane. But mobile cranes of that height 

are extremely specialised and expensive. the 

thai rigging team came up with an ingenious 

solution of two towers, counterbalanced with 

10 tons of water. these supported a one-ton 

helicopter mock-up and could bring it down 

onto the roof-top in a simulated crash.

In another shot, a long-tail boat had to race  

at high speed up a narrow waterway. again  

it was the rigging department that devised  

a system of 1km of underwater cable was  

to keep the boat in a straight line at the  

high speeds.

Says Lowenstein, “It's shots like that which 

impress me that thai rigging really is among 

the best in the world. You arrive on set, and 

it's tested, ready, and works.”

the other area where Lowenstein feels that 

thailand is truly unbeatable is with stunt 

choreography. In 'the Coup', some of the 

scenes of riot and chaos needed to capture  

the violence and ugliness of the situation.  

the thai stunt teams managed to fight  

with incredible intensity, but keep it safe.

Lowenstein firmly believes that the way to 

get the best out of any crew is by creating a 

safe and fair working environment. We try  

to design a decent 12 hour shooting day, and 

maintain a ten hour turnaround. and then 

when we need to go long, everyone will pitch 

in to get it done. We try to create fair deal 

memos, to give everyone decent food. When 

people feel appreciated, they give back in hard 

work. and that's good for the production.

“I feel blessed to have such strong relation-

ships with the thai crew. I have known a  

lot of them for fifteen or twenty years. they 

are fun, good at what they do and constantly 

amaze me with what they achieve. they give 

110% on every job. I love living and working 

in thailand.” 

shots – guns on a jeep – a body floating in  

the river. on a smaller film, that's a whole 

other day, and it would sometimes be 

impossible. But we were able to split off  

a crew, and get those shots, which will  

really add atmosphere.”

the equipment and resources available in 

thailand have expanded greatly over the  

last decade.

on 'the Coup', equipment lists were sent to 

five different rental houses to ensure the most 

competitive price and service. “100% of the 

equipment used on the film has come from 

thailand.”

three weeks of daytime scenes were shot 

with three brand new arri alexa cameras. 

But on night-time scenes, the cameras were 

changed to Red Epics – sometimes as many  

as five running simultaneously. all were 

rented locally. all the data management 

equipment and editing equipment were  

also found locally. 

Lowenstein is pleased that in thailand there 

is now a much larger base of freelance 

technical crew available than ever before.  

In the past, technical crew were often tied to 

the rental houses, but a growing number of 

crew members have gone freelance, which 

Lowenstein welcomes. “It gives us the 

opportunity to get equipment from here,  

EXClusivE: LoCatIon REPoRt

(Photo by Roland neveu)
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thaILand 
– a lEgal pERspECTivE

When Jonathan Englander graduated 'Cum 

Laude' from the University of Michigan, one of 

the top ten US law schools, the world, legally 

speaking, was his oyster.

For nearly the next decade and a half, Jona-

than practiced civil and commercial litigation 

in new York, and had a successful career.

But he often found the work stifling. a 

pressure to specialize meant that he could see 

colleagues spending their lives dealing with 

specialist areas such as reinsurance or com-

mercial real estate. did he really want to spend 

his life churning out exhibits for a brief for a 

multinational at four in the morning?

It was a holiday in thailand, Jonathan's first 

time in asia, that he says he can only describe 

as if 'the top my head was blown off'. he found 

a city that was vibrant, exciting, with an ex-

traordinary 'texture of life'. not only that, but in 

a strange way the energy reminded him of the 

new York he had grown up in. here was a city 

he knew he could carry on exploring for years.

he made a life-changing decision.

“When I told people that I was moving to 

Bangkok, the publicly expressed opinion, al-

most uniformly was 'You are out of your mind!' 

about 25% of those people then approached 

me privately, and asked 'how are you making 

this happen? What did you do?' I told them  

'I walked into the hR department, told them  

“I try very hard to draft agreements that give 

the thai party comfort. of course all lawyers 

have a duty to zealously represent their client. 

But anyone can write a contract that is totally 

lopsided, and it simply won't get signed. given 

the fast-paced demands of production, and 

the need for co-operation, I try to consider the 

needs, concerns and fears of both parties.”

Jonathan has a great store of anecdotes about 

his time in thailand. however, a lawyer to the 

core, he will never reveal names. he tells of the 

time early on in thailand when he was handed 

a 119-page inter-party agreement, and was 

asked to give an opinion in one day whether it 

was fair. a lot was at stake. a multi-million dol-

lar film was prepared to come to thailand, and 

all Jonathan had to do was okay the contract 

for his client to sign. But during the course of 

the day he became convinced that it was not 

appropriate, and at the midnight conference 

call with the production's financiers had to 

say that he could not recommend the signing 

of this agreement to his client. this could 

have caused the whole deal to collapse. But 

he managed to persuade them that his client’s 

signature was not necessary for the financiers 

to receive the guarantees they were seeking.

It was only after the call that one of the pro-

ducers expressed surprise, 'Wow you actually 

read all that!'. When a major job is at stake, 

Jonathan says there is a tremendous pressure 

to simply sign agreements on faith, but in 

I was giving notice, and bought a ticket to  

thailand.' I stepped off the cliff.”

about a year into his time in thailand,  

enjoying his new-found freedom, Jonathan 

was asked to provide legal advice to a company 

developing an international television pro-

gramme in thailand. Initially, Jonathan was 

reluctant, and had to explain that his back-

ground was in handling general lawsuits and 

not in any specialized areas of entertainment 

law. however, since there were at the time no 

specialist entertainment lawyers in thailand, 

Jonathan agreed to provide advice in areas of 

contracts and agreements.

as a litigation lawyer, Jonathan knew very 

well how misunderstandings and lack of 

clear agreements could lead to lawsuits, and 

he found that his background helped him to 

structure agreements and contracts in a way 

that would predict potential future problems 

and avoid them.

however, he also learned early on that 

contract work in Bangkok was a different 

environment from litigation in new York. the 

tendency in new York was to 'give the other 

side as little as possible, to be as ungenerous 

as the court would allow'. But when he was 

asked to draft contracts for a local production 

services company, the brief was to 'write con-

tracts that are fair to everyone'. this approach 

has guided his work in thailand ever since. 

IntERVIEW

Jonathan Englander talks 
about his work as legal 
consultant to international film 
productions in Thailand and 
answers some important 
questions.
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this instance, and in many instances, had the 

production services company not taken proper 

advice, and been prepared to listen to that ad-

vice, they could have taken a substantial risk. 

Working in the film production environment 

presents unique challenges. 

“I got a call one hour before a plane flight to 

america, saying that the production was using 

a monkey the next day, and needed a release 

form. I had never prepared a contract for a 

monkey. and I could not find any examples of 

previous animal contracts. But it was a good 

example of where you just sit down and work 

out what the agreement needed. Would the 

monkey be available when required, would it be 

required to rehearse, what were the insurance 

and liability requirements, etc.? Within the hour 

I had drafted a monkey contract and it’s now 

my model for any kind of animal performer.”

Jonathan has developed an enormous respect 

for the local production industry.

“one of the things that I really enjoy about 

what I do is that I really care about the movies. 

I now stay through the end credits at the 

cinema, because I know how hard all those 

people work. to a one, I am just dazzled by 

the professionalism, the commitment and the 

'sanuk' (fun) with which thai crews work. 

When I see all their work, it impresses on me 

all the more that I don't want to let these guys 

down. I want to protect these people and this 

production on a legal front. I have thailand to 

thank for giving me this profession.”

thaILand – LEgaL FaQ

Jonathan Englander answers some common 

questions about legal matters in thailand.

Is thailand 'safe' legally?

“one of the things that I did early on was to 

develop relationships with competent and 

knowledgeable thai counsel. Whether it is a 

matter of incorporation, financial transactions, 

civil liabilities, tax issues or local employment 

law, thailand offers the expertise necessary 

to conduct business within a proper legal 

structure.”

how easy is it for Westerners to do business  

in thailand?

“I think in every aspect, thailand is more 

modern, more contemporary, and less corrupt, 

than people who have never been here expect 

it to be. as a producer I know once said, people 

expect Calcutta, and they get tokyo. I heard a 

story of a local production office getting a call 

from an overseas assistant explaining that 

they would be bringing these things called 

'computers' and asking if it was possible to  

provide tables to rest them on. Yes, we have 

tables and even computers in thailand!”

are contracts respected?

“I have observed an extraordinary respect in 

thailand for the contract. I can think of almost 

no instance where a thai vendor has simply 

walked away from an agreement, or tried to 

extort more money after signing. thai lan-

guage has a phrase 'glua phraka' which means 

the 'fear of the pen'. that fear or respect of the 

pen means that when you sign a contract, in 

thai culture, it stands.”

What is the FCPa, and how does it affect 

thailand?

“the Foreign Corrupt Practices act was signed 

into law in the US in 1977. amongst other 

things it criminalizes corrupt practices by US 

businesses or individuals on foreign soil. In 

recent years, the US Justice department has 

made enforcement a high priority. and in 2010 

the SEC created a special unit to spearhead 

enforcement. Producers, particularly from the 

US, have become very aware of the FCPa as a 

result of some high profile cases, and it is an is-

sue that has to be addressed on all productions 

outside the US (and not just in thailand). But 

in actual fact, the requirements of the FCPa 

are no more than the best practices which one 

should expect from any reputable production, 

and should be easily achieved by a reputable 

production services company. there is a mis-

conception that FCPa is just about paperwork 

and that it's something to be dealt with at an 

executive level. But one of the things I've done 

is to meet with local crew members to ensure 

best practices at all levels of production and 

ensure a standard of transparency. there is a 

myth that in asia business cannot be conduct-

ed without bribery. But in fact, crews often 

welcome clear guidance on this issue so that 

they can work in a transparent and honest 

environment.”

Can a foreign legal culture and the local legal 

culture work together?

any foreign production filming in thailand 

is going to require a marriage of cultures. 

typically I find that the production services 

companies and the local crews are very adept 

at these marriages. I've provided services not 

only to the big hollywood films, but to smaller 

films from countries such as Ireland, denmark, 

germany and Russia. of course different coun-

tries and different companies work in different 

ways, and the marriage works best when both 

parties adapt, but I think it's true to say that 

usually the burden of adapting is on the thai 

side, and that the experienced crews are very 

used to making it work. 

Can smaller productions benefit from legal 

advice?

Smaller films are often driven by creative pas-

sion. But just because a film is smaller doesn't 

mean that you can 'ostrich' away issues of 

copyright and releases. the number of zeroes 

on the end of your budget does not necessary 

represent the complexity of the legal issues. 

any distributor will require a clear chain of 

title and comprehensive releases. If you ignore 

this, you can end up with a finished film, 

which however great, cannot be distributed 

because you cannot satisfy the legal require-

ments. then you can end up in a position of 

trying to get releases afterwards, and are at 

the mercy of the people whose signature you 

need. there are a lot of good contract templates 

and resources online. But I would still recom-

mend at least spending money to get those 

forms vetted. 

IntERVIEW
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The Thailand Film office 
wishes you a

HAPPY NEW YEAR
We wish you the best of luck with all your

productions in 2014, wherever you are shooting, 
and hope to welcome you back to thailand very soon!




